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ETHIOPIA — OROMO PEOPLE 
Statement 

HON ROBIN CHAPPLE (Mining and Pastoral) [5.14 pm]: I rise tonight to speak on behalf of the Oromo 
community in Mirrabooka, and I acknowledge Professor Nuru Said, president of the Oromo community in 
Western Australia. The incessant brutal crackdown and atrocities committed by Ethiopian government forces 
against the Oromo people in Ethiopia are extremely disturbing, with the killing and torture of innocent Oromo 
people who peacefully protest against political repression, economic exploitation, eviction from land, mass 
arrest, torture and killings. This issue has been close to my heart as the Greens WA strongly believe in peaceful 
protest. Since 12 November 2015, the Ethiopian government has murdered over 700 innocent Oromo people, 
including children, elderly people, pregnant women, students, teachers, farmers, women and workers, who were 
peacefully protesting against political repression, economic exploitation and the continued torture and killings. 
Lately this violence has spread to the Amhara region as well, where scores of protesters were also killed. 

The government of Ethiopia has escalated its violence to peaceful protesters to a new level. In a single weekend 
of the grand Oromo protest on 6 August 2016, the government security forces and Agazi ethnic militia 
reportedly killed over 100 protesters. The execution of innocent civilians in public is becoming routine. There 
have been thousands of injuries to people and over 100 000 Oromo brothers and sisters have been taken to illegal 
detention centres. In these situations they face severe torture and the most brutal punishment. A number of the 
unidentified political prisoners illegally kept in the notorious Kaliti prison were shot and burned alive. The 
survival of the Oromo people and the Oromo nation are at stake at this moment. Recently, the Ethiopian Agazi 
military and security forces and the federal police openly shot at more than six million people who were gathered 
to celebrate the annual Oromo cultural and spiritual day, traditionally called Irrecha, or God thanksgiving, at 
Bishoftu, which is about 40 kilometres from the capital Addis Ababa. The Tigray People’s Liberation Front 
has declared a state of emergency, legalising the killing of the innocent civilian population in many parts of 
the country. 

Human rights reports show that more than 500 innocent people have been brutally murdered, thousands have 
been taken to military camp detention centres, and thousands have disappeared. Ethiopia’s tight restriction on 
civil society make it difficult for external sources to access the number of current and mounting killings or 
information about torture and mass arrests, or exact details of the ongoing protests emerging from cities, towns 
and rural areas of Oromia. Protesters fear the displacement of millions of the Oromo from their land. These 
people have been marginalised and discriminated against by successive Ethiopian governments and are unable to 
voice their concerns over government policies in their country and on their land. 

I urge all members of Parliament to avail themselves of the information of the Oromo community, which exists 
here in Western Australia, and to wherever possible provide support and reference to the federal government to 
take on board what is a global disgrace that has no place in the modern world. I thank you all for giving me some 
attention on this issue. It is a very, very serious one and we do have a large Oromo community here in 
Western Australia.  
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